
Hazel Homework Grid – Spring 2023 
Topic: War and Conflict 

Daily Practise – Reading, Spellings, TT Rock Stars 

                English      Maths 
Visit the library and find a 
good book. Write down 3 

things that you liked 
about the book.   

Draw a picture for each 
of your weekly spellings 

and write what the 
spelling means.  

Go outside and imagine 
what it would be like if 
there had been a war 

there. Write about what it 
would look like and use 
your senses to help you.  

Consolidate the 2, 5 and 
10 times tables. Write the 
times tables in 3 different 

colors.  

Learn the 3, 4 and 8 times 
tables. Can you sing 

them to help you 
remember them?  

How many star jumps 
can you do in a minute? 
How many can someone 

else in your house do? 
Can you add how many 

star jumps you can do 
altogether? Keep a tally 

for a week.  

Put your weekly spellings 
into sentences using your 

best handwriting.  

Work on Lexia online.  Design a book cover for 
your favorite book.  

Roll a dice four times to 
make two 2- digit 
numbers. Can you 

subtract these numbers?  

Work on prodigy maths 
online.  

Use a random number 
generator online to 

create 2-digit numbers. 
Can you create 

different addition and 
subtraction sentences? 

Now find the correct 
answer.  

                 Topic            Social Skills & Life Skills 
Design a propaganda 
poster to recruit soldiers 
to fight in World War 1.  

Write a diary entry as if 

you are a soldier living 

in the trenches during 

World War 1.  

Create a fact file about 
the British Empire.  

Go to the shop. Can you 
buy a meal for your 
family in under £5? 

Choose the items and 
handle the money 

yourself.  

Prepare a meal with 
support or on your own 
for your family. Choose 

the recipe yourself.  

Each day write down or 
draw 3 positive things 
that happened in that 

day. Keep a video diary 
and then show your 

teacher.  

Research how X-Rays 
were used during World 
War 1. Draw a picture of 

a X-Ray.  

Research the German 
Airship ‘Zepplin’. Draw a 

picture and label the 
aircraft.  

Research the jobs that 
children did during World 

War 1. Write which job 
you would have been 
your least favorite and 

why.  

Try to follow a meditation 
video.  

Try to complete a job 
around the house each 

day.  

Ask someone how they 
are each day and then 
find out 3 things about 

their day.   

Phonics 
When you practise your spellings at home, highlight the ‘sounds of the week’ on the words 

 

 


